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It’s very important to not only ask yourselves these questions, but also discuss 
them as a group.  You need to decide what your Club is all about and the 
direction you want to head in, together.  Discussion about the work you do, the 
fun you have and the opportunities you encourage will basically become the 
foundation of your recruitment effort.  Each of you needs to be prepared to 
answer questions like, “What do you do?” “What is Kin?” “Is it fun?” “What do 
members get out of belonging to your club?” “What kind of time commitment 
does it involve?” “What is Cystic Fibrosis?” and so on.
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Whether your club discussed the above questions and had to resolve some 
things or you answered positively to the questions and are already ready to 
recruit, there are some really big mistakes that many clubs make when trying to 
recruit.  Here they are – don’t make the same mistakes!
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In Kin today, if we were an exotic car rental company, this is what we advertise to our 
prospective customers.

Service includes fundraising, projects, and events
Opportunity – Travel, Networking, and trying new things
Development, both personal and professional.
Fun & Fellowship
This is what we advertise!
But……when we finally get the prospective customer to our car lot…..
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…we give them a meeting to test drive!
(pause)
When we advertise all the amazing things we as Kin do, then we don’t let them 
experience that stuff right away and instead take them to a meeting, we end up killing 
their interest in Kin. 
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so many clubs insist that prospective members first attend one, two or three meetings, 
or they have “bring-a-buddy” nights. Meetings are generally the most boring part of 
what we do.  The secret to getting people interested in joining is to recruit them to 
PROJECTS, not meetings. Ask family, friends, coworkers, strangers, etc. to help you out at 
a service project... then make that project FUN.  People, especially younger ones, want 
to make a difference. They also want to have fun. A person having fun helping their 
community is far more likely to be interested in joining than someone who had to sit 
through 3 meetings.
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if your meetings go on for two hours or more, don’t bring anyone in. Get your 
meetings to under the 2-hour mark. 60-90 minutes is ideal.  People nowadays are 
super busy, especially women.  That doesn’t mean you can’t add an hour long 
social afterward – please do! Just make sure you’re taking care of business 
efficiently and quickly.  It’s important that all members – new & experienced –
consider meetings to be a necessary step in accomplishing the great things we 
do. We meet so that we can serve... (not the other way around).
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Most Kin have heard the same lecture over and over... ask, ask, and ask again. It’s TRUE. 
Study after study on volunteerism all conclude the same thing: a large percentage of 
Canadians say they haven’t or don’t volunteer because they haven’t been asked!  So the 
first piece of good news for your club: just asking people will skyrocket your chance of 
recruitment success.  Keep in mind what was discussed earlier – ask people to projects, 
not meetings. 
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with declining membership can sometimes bring desperation. Many clubs make the 
mistake of getting to the point where they don’t care who joins, as long as they get more 
members. This can create a whole bunch of problems, and generally, it doesn’t work. Kin 
is a quality organization, you are a quality club... so you should want quality members! 
Current trends for clubs are that they either want anyone with a pulse, or they point out 
one quality of a person and ignore all of the other traits that person has.
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I like to say “Who you recruit is who you’ll retain”.  What that means is, if you recruit 
someone by only telling them about the fun and partying, you might get a member who 
is only interested in the fun aspects of Kin – they won’t be there to work the projects.  
To get well-rounded members, you need to make sure your recruitment is well-rounded. 
An easy solution is to have prospective members attend a project, a social and a 
meeting before you’ll “allow” them to join. Yup, I said “allow”. Take the approach that 
your club is THE group to join and you won’t let just anyone in.  This also reduces the 
pressure-to-join-feeling people have when being recruited. 
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Make sure you expose the member to everything you’ll want them to be involved in 
after they’ve joined. Invite them to a service project or event so that you and the 
prospective member can see if they have the right stuff to be a Kin volunteer.
Be observant and watch out for tell-tale signs that the person isn’t right for your Club. If 
they keep asking what they would get out of being a member, or what’s in it for them, 
maybe they’re not the kind of service-before-self person your Club needs.
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One great trait doesn’t always make a great member. Invite the prospective member to 
a social or work party and make sure they are not only fun, friendly and want to make a 
difference, but that they’re also a good person. Finally, invite them to a meeting to see 
how they react and handle the business end of the Club.
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Just because someone is a professional and sounds good on paper, doesn’t necessarily 
mean they’re right for your Club. 
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So how do you ensure that your Club is attracting VIP prospective members?
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The Kin Club of Russell advertise they have a waiting list to join their club. The purpose 
of advertising the waiting list is twofold. One it creates the perception of demand to the 
public and Two, it allows the club to be selective in who they allow in. 
This approach generates a lot of excitement in the community – everyone wants to be a 
part of something exclusive.
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There are many clubs whose roster was boosted by people who were, in one way 
or another, another club’s rejects.  There is a club in District 1 that has grown 
because they have members that other clubs wouldn’t consider recruiting or 
would reject socially. They have a member that is deaf, one that had a stroke 
when she was young which limits her capabilities & confidence.  The club is 
“exclusively inclusive”. That means they want exclusively good human beings –
people with big hearts, good brains and a desire to belong. They thrive on 
empowering those who come to us with little confidence.  They grew from 5 to 
17 members as a result.  What’s the point? The point is that while you want to be 
picky about who you recruit, make sure that your pickiness isn’t based on 
elements that are, for lack of a better word, shallow.  You’d be surprised at the 
“gems” you get when you recruit by looking a little deeper and seeing the 
potential in someone. 
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Don’t forget, we’re all here because another service organization rejected Hal Rogers. 
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Here is the nitty-gritty to recruiting; it’s two words: Opportunity and Ask.  They are 
equally important and you can’t recruit with one and not the other. You have to utilize 
both.
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there are two kinds of opportunities – ones that present themselves and ones that you 
as a Club create yourselves.  It’s important to recognize an opportunity when it presents 
itself and seize that opportunity to ASK.  There are also opportunities your Club can 
create where you can work in some recruitment/asking without making people feel 
uncomfortable or pressured.
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anyone under 30 want to be with their friends. Your best chance of getting young people 
into your club is asking groups of them to help out and make a difference. Generation 
“Y” are actually very interested in volunteering; but they need to see and touch that 
difference.  They need to have fun as they work and they will absolutely not sit through 
long meetings.  Here are some quick-tips:
Use your family network: Sons, Daughters, Nieces, Nephews – Ask them to help at 
projects and ask that they bring a friend or two to help too.
Be online - Your Club should have a website or at least a social media presence. If not, 
this is a great way to get young people involved with your club. Have them create your 
Club’s social media presence.
Service instead of sales - Young people think making a difference is “cool” – use your 
service projects to attract them, especially if they are volunteering for your events 
already. Ensure those young people are present for cheque presentations and photo 
ops. Remember, young people go where young people are; if they see a photo of your 
club making a difference with young people present, they’ll be more likely to join.
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regardless of their family situation, these are people who consider themselves very, very 
busy (and they probably are).  The key to getting this group in the door is to be relevant 
to their business or profession. Here are some tips:
Guest speaker - rather than asking them to be a guest speaker at a meeting, ask them to 
be a guest speaker at a social! If they are a doctor, make it about health. If they are in 
finance, make it about retirement planning or how to save money.  After their talk, 
involve them in the social.
Networking - if your club can get a space for a low cost or free, host a “Business 
Networking Night”.  Offer refreshments and have a few 5-minute time slots where 
business people can do a mini-seminar or introduce themselves/their business.  Make 
sure your club has one of those time slots. 
Common Causes - many corporations, branches and franchises have an official cause or 
community project/program that they support.  Do some research and see if there are 
any opportunities for your Club to get involved. Remember, it’s far easier to recruit via 
service than meetings.
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– there are a variety of ways to recruit this generation or people that are in this stage of 
their life.  There are also some things to keep in mind.
Busiest part of life - The 30-50 year olds are in their busiest stage of life. Many are in the 
building stage or peak stage of their career; many have young to middle-aged children, 
are married or in a serious relationship and most have a variety of obligations. It’s 
important to prepare a consistent statement about the time commitment required (best 
answer is that how much time they commit is completely up to them, not the club... and 
give an indication of what might be bare minimum standards, i.e. monthly meeting, a 
few projects and a few fun events).
Professional development - For those in the building-career stage, you could stress the 
benefits they receive in terms of personal and professional development (i.e. volunteer 
and event management, running a meeting, public speaking, time management, etc.). 
Suggest that Kin has launched or empowered many careers over the years.  Find out 
what aspect of their career they are missing or need and see how Kin can help. The best 
approach is to leave hints, tidbits and subtle facts... and have them arrive at the 
conclusion that joining your Club could be good for their career.
Networking - Along with professional development is the networking opportunities our 
national association offers. Let them know that as a member of your club, you have 
access to just about any industry, business or area of expertise through Kin.  You can 
always find a good deal, a discount, or a way “in” by tapping into your Kin network.
A night out - For those at the peak of their career, perhaps they just need a night out for 
themselves. This is especially true for women who are married and/or with children. 
Mothers especially tend to lose their own identity – they become “Mom” so much that 
they no longer have something they can call their own. Kin could be the answer to how 
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they can find themselves again, to call something their own, something that is their 
“thing”, and theirs alone.  Kin can empower them in so many ways. The finding-oneself-
speech is one where you can launch everything at them... then walk away. You won’t get 
them right away... but in a few days, they will have a lightbulb moment of realization that 
they’ve lost themselves. This is one approach where you keep their contact information 
and after awhile, give them a call or send them an email/msg and ask them to join you 
for a social or project. 
Opportunity presented - Malls and grocery stores are perfect opportunities. Pick the most 
ragged-looking Mom dragging her children around and trying to handle everything... and 
make the recruitment pitch..
Opportunity Created - your Club could host a “Mom’s Night out Event”.  Ask a local spa or 
salon to provide massage/manicure/facial services, invite some home party vendors, 
have a female doctor on hand to talk about health & wellness, ask a local dance or zumba
instructor if they would do a group session. Make the night all about them as “women” 
and not “mothers”.  Hold it shortly after Mother’s Day and sell tickets the month before 
so kids and dads will buy the tickets as a mother’s day gift.  Ensure you leave some time 
throughout the meeting to address those in attendance and let them know that the Club 
is a lot like this event – in the Club, your name is not “Mom”. 
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Kin Canada focuses a lot of its recruitment efforts on youth to keep us relevant and 
always having fresh energy. Sometimes we forget about the aging population and which 
age group has the MOST time to offer... those who are winding down their career or are 
already retired.  The good news is that this group is typically the easiest to recruit!
Snail Mail - People love to get mail, especially seniors and especially when it isn’t a bill! 
Draft a lovely letter and invitation to join your club at its next social or project. 
Feeling Useful - The hardest part of growing older is that many feel they are no longer of 
use to society. So turn that into an opportunity by asking them for help!  Invite a few to a 
meeting (yes, this time it’s a meeting) to get their opinion on what the community’s 
needs are for seniors. What do seniors want? What kind of seniors’ program would they 
like to see?  What kinds of fun activities do they wish they had access to? Would they 
help the club build a program? 
Senior Relevant - There are many sessions, trade shows, events and other such things 
that are geared toward older adults and seniors.  
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The hidden gems aren’t always easy to spot. Sometimes they’re shy and won’t come to 
you. Some might have disabilities such as being deaf or have a physical limitation.
Sense of belonging – these people are often outcasts in some way and giving them a 
sense of belonging means the world
Personal development – these are the members who eventually try speak-off or go for 
awards and the entire club is filled with pride when they do. These hidden gems 
reinforce the difference we make in the personal development of our members
A chance to shine – whenever possible, give these hidden gems positive reinforcement 
and support – give them a chance to shine and they will be some of the best members 
the club has ever had.
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Arm yourself with resources - Create a club business card that you can hand out. 
Download recruitment resources from the Kin Canada website. Ask HQ for membership 
marketing materials. Always have Kin Canada and/or Club membership materials on 
hand at your meetings, socials, events, in your car, at your home and at work.  You never 
know who will read that brochure and become interested.
Create a warm fuzzy memory - National Day of Kindness is a PERFECT opportunity, 
especially for small clubs.  Examples: spend the day handing out toonies at Tim Horton’s 
and ensure you give your Club’s business card (or ask for the day of kindness cards from 
HQ) at the same time.  Always do food and toy drives at Christmas and ensure it’s 
showcased in the media. 
Create a list of everyone in your life that is not a member - Think of everything you do in 
your life.... dentist appointments, car repairs, furnace repair, financial advice, insurance, 
daycare, health care, beauty & hair, clothing alterations, banking, legal advice, fitness... 
the list goes on and on. Which of those elements involve professionals? Could they be 
prospective members? What do they bring to your club? What ways might your club 
enrich their life? 
Always follow up - ask them why and encourage them to be honest.  Respect their 
reasons, and LEARN from them. If they didn’t join because the thought of clapping and 
singing at every meeting is off-putting, don’t assume it’s not important. Ask yourself 
how many others may have declined to join as a result of something your club does 
purely because it’s “tradition”? The point is, ensure your club stays relevant, open, 
welcoming and comfortable.
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Get media involved - People want to be part of something that makes headlines.
Don’t be afraid to ask for help - Connect with another club that has the same sized 
community as you, whose roster is fairly large or who had a big boost, and ask what they 
do to recruit & retain their members.  Clubs want fellow Kin to succeed!
Have FUN no matter what - When people see volunteers having a great time, it 
stimulates the desire to join in on the fun. Having fun is also a big retention tool. 
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“Rogue Committees” are groups of volunteers within a community who band together 
to put on a single community event. These committees operate on their own and are 
not affiliated with a Service Club or are not covered for Insurance by their town or 
municipality. Insurance and Liability is the cornerstone of attracting Rogue Committees 
to Kin. Because these committees are not incorporated, the members of the committee 
are liable for everything, especially if the Insurance Company determines if the 
committee was negligent. For the amount of money the rogue committees pay to insure 
their event is the same as dues required for nearly 15 members. The difference with Kin 
of course now allows the Club to host events throughout the year vs. one time 
insurance.
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Look at the people in that line! The Oakville club was supposed to serve the event’s 
attendees until 5 pm. By 2:30, they had run out of food because the event attracted 
thousands more people than it predicted. 18,000 people, to be exact. For a club that had 
been struggling to do anything, they just participated in an event where they engaged 
with a crowd of 18,000 people. It all started with Club Identity.
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